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Over the Old Forty-Nine Trail in an American Automobile
By M. C. Krarup
Reprinted from Automobile magazine, August 1, 1903
EDITOR’S NOTE: So what’s a car story doing in a newsletter about
the emigrant period? The parallels between travel hardships of
wagon and early automobiles are quite similar. There were no paved
‘highways’ in 1903, only dirt roads made by wagons. Some larger
towns had ‘paved’ streets within the community, but that was it.
A few automobiles were being built in the mid-1890’s but their
marketing didn’t really begin until 1900. Competition was keen and it
brought forth the first completed transcontinental race between two
makes, a Packard and a Winton. The race was started as a bet as to
which car could cross the continent first and do it the quickest; it was
to go from San Francisco to New York City. There were earlier
attempts by other makes, but those failed.
This story is about a segment of the race from the view of the
Packard – a 1903 model called “Old Pacific”. The segment this
article covers is between Placerville, CA and Mill City, NV. The
author was editor- reporter M. C. Krarup.
So we begin . . . oh! Not to keep you in suspense, the Winton
got started in May of 1903 and won the right as being the first car to
cross the country. In June, the Packard set out and arrived in New
York City just two days ahead of the Winton’s time, thereby winning
that part of the race in 61 days. (Article abridged)

But it was noticed that not a single team had overtaken us
between Placerville and Carson; not a single explosion [engine miss]
had been missed and we had not had a single involuntary stop; that
is to say the motor had never “laid down” or “died” when we expected
it to work.
Just before starting from Carson at 7 o’clock Thursday
morning, June 25, the first skip in the explosions was observed while
the car stood still and the motor ran softly on lowest throttling. . . .
regularity was established by a slight turn on the screw regulating the
points . . .
DIRE PREDICTIONS IN RENO
“Old Pacific” bore us to Reno, thirty-five miles in 2 hours and 35
minutes, the first part of the trip taking us through sagebrush and
several varieties of sandy roads to Washoe City, the remnants of
what was once a county seat town; thence through a canyon of
moderate depth and with odd, rounded formations of brown
conglomerate rock.

(Continued on page 9)

It was at Carson City that we began to suspect that there might
be more difficult tasks before us than ascents and descents over
narrow mountain roads. Having only 12-horsepower at disposal and
a load of about 3,000 pounds, we had imagined that we should be at
a disadvantage compared with horse-drawn vehicles in the steep
Sierras more than anywhere else.

2012 – 2013 UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
Yreka trail marking ………………………… Oct. 2223
Chapter Board Meeting, Reno……..……….. Nov. 17
OCTA Mapping Conference …..…. Oct. 30 – Nov. 1
Salt Lake City
Chapter Symposium …. Oroville, CA, April 2628
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Greetings to all. Even though we try to keep you informed of
Chapter activities by way of Trail Talk, the Chapter Website and
emails, I thought I'd recap what members of the CA-NV Chapter have
been doing since the last issue of Trail Talk and again invite you to
join in.
On July 9th. Frank Tortorich and I met with Far Western
Anthropological Research Group, Inc. to review a portion of the
Carson Trail between Woodfords Station and Sorensen's Resort.
Far Western was under contract with a utility company to research
any historical sites as the utility company was interested in replacing
the power line in this corridor. As a result preservation sites were
identified.
July 11 and 12 the Beckwourth Trail mapping team reviewed
portions of the trail west of Davis Lake assisting the Forest Service in
analyzing trail segments for fuel reduction requests. Chapter member
Dick Waugh is the volunteer coordinator for this team while Plumas
National Forest Archeologist Dan Elliott and Plumas County
Museum Director Scott Lawson are the agency reps.
On July 16 and 17 the Georgetown Pack Trail mapping team
began the task of researching and mapping the Georgetown Trail to
OCTA's MET (Mapping Emigrant Trails) standards. Chapter member
Lloyd Johnson has adopted the Georgetown as the volunteer
coordinator and his team has been working closely with Pacific
Ranger District Archeologist Krista Deal.
July 23, Tom Mahach and I met with Parus Consulting, Inc.,
who are under a utility contract to review an area where the Carson
Trail and Johnson's Cutoff meet, again to determine if any historic
sites or trail segments would be in jeopardy while the utility company
works on power lines.
July 24, the Chapter Board of Directors met in a special
meeting to discuss the potential of the CA-NV Chapter hosting the
2015 OCTA National Convention. The special meeting was called so
that a report could be made at the upcoming OCTA National
Convention in Lawrence, Kansas.
On July 25th. the "Mountain Democrat," El Dorado County's
western slope newspaper, ran a feature story on the efforts of
OCTA's CA-NV Chapter to map the Johnson's Cutoff emigrant
wagon road. As a result of the article I received a phone call from a
gentlemen who lives about 10 miles south of Placerville. He read the
article and wanted to know if we could use some Carsonite markers.
Seems his community road association had purchased 100
Carsonite markers, but only needed 20. He offered to give the
Chapter the remaining 80; also, their group had purchased a
Carsonite driver and a Carsonite pilot hole driver. When I picked up
the Carsonites he said " Why don't you store the driver and pilot hole
driver at your house." A special thanks to Steve Morgan from El
Dorado, California.
July 25 and 26, the Johnson's Cutoff mapping team
continued their monthly field review and MET mapping efforts.
Chapter members Ford and Ellen Osborn are the teams volunteer
coordinators as the team works alongside Eldorado National Forest
District Archeologists Krista Deal and Karin Klemic.
July 25, Chapter presentation to Placerville Kiwanis Club.
July 26, Chapter presentation to service club, "Sons in
Retirement."
July 30 and 31, the annual Carson Trail Cleanup. Although
Frank Tortorich "acted" more as a consultant this year while

(Continued next page)
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recovering from bypass surgery, the 25 Chapter member "wedge
warriors" worked on trail maintenance, a potluck dinner at the home
of Dick and Joan Young followed the next day with a hike on the
Luther Pass Trail.
August 1 and 2, The Beckwourth Trail mapping team was
again in the field reviewing segments of the trail and updating MET
maps.
August 6 – 12, 25 CA-NV Chapter members attended the
Chapter meeting at the OCTA National Convention held this year in
Lawrence, Kansas.
August 13 and 14, The Georgetown Pack Trail mapping team
continued their field work and mapping efforts.
August 22 and 23, the Johnson's Cutoff mapping team was
once again in the field.
August 29 and 30, Jordan Serin, Heritage Resource Specialist
for the Eldorado National Forest, requested assistance from the CANV Chapter to validate a segment of the Carson Trail. In addition to
local participants, Chapter members from La Canada, Lytle Creek,
Yreka and Bend, OR. answered the call for this 2 day outing.
August 31, the Grizzly Flat Trail mapping team under the
leadership of Glen and Dee Owens had their mapping team and
other volunteers working on a segment of the Grizzly in an effort to
map the trail to MET standards.
September 5 and 6, field work with the Beckwourth Trail
mapping team.
September 12 and 13, Jordan Serin, Heritage Resource
Specialist, again asked for Chapter assistance to review a section of
the Rubicon Trail in the northern part of the Eldorado National
Forest, to see if any emigrant artifacts could be located. John Krizek,
OCTA Vice President traveled from Prescott, AZ to participate in this
two day outing.
September 17 and 18, Georgetown Pack Trail mapping team
field work.
September 18, Chapter presentation to the Lake Tahoe
Historical Society at Camp Richardson in South Lake Tahoe,
California.
September 19, Review of a segment of the Carson Trail with
Jordan Serin.
September 19, Dick and Joan Young and I met with Caesar’s
Entertainment (Harrah's & Harvey’s Lake Tahoe) to continue
negotiations regarding the CA-NV Chapter hosting the 2015 OCTA
National Convention.
September 29, the annual Fernley Swales Cleanup with your
hosts, Jim and Denise Moorman.

As you can see from the activities for the last four months, the
Chapter has planned numerous activities for the membership. If you
are interested in joining the fun, check the Chapter website:
canvocta.org or send an email to the Chapter for contacts and
details: canvocta@gmail.com.
Plans are well underway for the 2013 CA-NV Chapter Spring
Symposium to be held in Oroville, California. Mark your calendar for
the last weekend in April, 2013. More to come..........

MOVING?
CHANGING YOUR
ADDRESS?
PLEASE send your new
address to the attention of
Membership Chair, Frank
Tortorich, as soon as
possible.
CANVOCTA@GMAIL.COM
The Postal Service DOES
NOT forward TRAIL TALK.
It is returned to the
Chapter which must pay
45 cents for that ‘privilege’
– no options here.
TRAIL TALK is available electronically.
If you wish to receive it through email
and not get the hard copy in your mail
box, please send your name and
email address to:
CANVOCTA@GMAIL.COM
requesting this electronic service.

October Events:
3 and 4 – Field work Beckwourth Trail mapping team.
10 and 11 –Johnson's Cutoff mapping team field work.
15 and 16 – Georgetown Pack Trail mapping team field
work.
22 and 23 – Installation of Carsonite markers on the Yreka
Trail.
30 to Nov. 1 – OCTA Mapping Conference, Salt Lake City,
Utah.
November Events:
17 and 18 – CA-NV Chapter Board Meeting, Boomtown,
Reno, NV.
Members Welcome.
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Become a History Detective
by Dee Owens
One of my favorite TV shows is the PBS series
History Detective. The research and field work involved
in solving their mysteries is intriguing. Working on the
California-Nevada Chapter mapping teams is like being a
history detective. Mapping emigrant trails involves a
great deal of research to start with and then field work for
verification. This past summer I’ve had the opportunity to
work on various mapping teams, including the Grizzly Flat
Cutoff.

Leek Spring Valley
My husband, Glen, and I began working on the
Grizzly Flat Cutoff three years ago. Since then, I have
studied old maps, read diaries, searched libraries,
newspaper archives, and spent many hours in the field
searching for the route of the cutoff. I enjoy finding out
about the people of the past, but that can be difficult with
trail research, since they just passed through on their way
west. Diaries are helpful, but it is the records of travel,
quick glimpses of a day or an overnight stop, rather than
the chronology of a lifetime, that I find interesting. There
are exceptions. In researching specific locations on the
trail and reading the diaries, I discovered several murders
at Leek Springs in 1852, the summer the cutoff opened.
Leek Springs is where the Grizzly Flat Cutoff left the
Carson Route. Caroline Richardson describes one
murder as she camped near Leek Springs in July of
1852:

“ascended a long hill or short mountain on the
top of which a man was shot and
robed of his money a few weeks ago the spot is
marked by a large tree at the top
of the hill.”
Another diary tells of a murder at Leek Springs and the
family camping near the grave. Leek Springs was the
location of yet other murders described in the Daily Alta
California, a San Francisco newspaper, on July 19, 1852:
“on the evening of the 6th, a man arrived at
Placerville, from Leak Springs,
bringing information that two men, supposed to
be emigrants, were found in
a dying state, shot with arrows by the Indians.
One was pierced with five arrows
in the breast, and the other was shot in the
region of the heart. When found
they were just able to give the above account.”
I found information about another murder in The Daily
Union, a Sacramento newspaper, October 30, 1852:
“The News learns that a man by the name of
James Dean, from North Bend,
Indiana, was murdered near Leak Springs on
Monday of last week. He was
engaged in trading on the emigrant road, and is
supposed to have had some
$3,000 or $4,000 in his possession. He took
dinner at Leak Springs not more
than fifteen minutes before he was shot. Only
$280 was found upon his person.”
I found a James Dean in Coloma in the 1850
assessment rolls. Could he be the same James Dean?
This summer Tom Mahach, a veteran trail researcher,
showed John Winner, Glen, and me a grave he found at
Leek Springs many years ago. Could this be James
Dean’s grave? I hope to get California Nevada Chapter
member John Grebenkemper and his Human Remains
Detection Dog, Kaylee, up to Leek Springs to verify it as a
grave. The above descriptions validate Caroline
Richardson’s opinion that:
“This is said to be the most dangerous place on
the road.”
Undoubtedly my most exciting trail experience
happened this summer on the Grizzly Flat Cutoff. We
work in collaboration with the Eldorado National Forest
under a special use permit that allows us to search for
historic trails using metal detectors.

(Continued next page)
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Ed and Ann Bagne, Larry and Loretta Dold, and
Glen and I were working on the eastern end of the trail a
couple of miles west of Leek Springs. I had my
waypoints set to take us to where I thought we might find
evidence of the trail. I headed out from the trucks first, to
find where I wanted us to start. While waiting for the
others, I started metal detecting. Not five feet from where
I started, I found what will probably be the best find of my
life: a cap and ball, octagonal barrel pistol. To say the
least, I was very excited. I’m sure the others didn’t
believe my hysterical screaming that I’d found a whole
gun when they hadn’t even gotten to our starting point. I
have never collected an artifact but I couldn’t leave “my
gun” in the forest. First thing Monday morning I took it to
the Eldorado National Forest archaeologist.
Could this gun have killed James Dean, the murder
victim at Leek Springs? Could it have been his gun,
stolen by the murderer that long ago October night? It is
from the right time period, the early 1850s. If only
artifacts could talk…..

The Gun Dee Found
I enjoy all aspects of finding the emigrant trails, from
the research to the field work; however, when I can tie
people to travel on the trail and learn something about
them and their lives or deaths, the trail work becomes
more meaningful to me. If you would like to become a
history detective and work with us next season, contact
the chapter at our gmail address. canvocta@gmail.com.
For more information on the Grizzly Flat Cutoff and other
emigrant trails in California and Nevada check, out the
chapter website at www.canvocta.org. ,

Mapping the Georgetown Cut-Off
By Lloyd Johnson

After gold was discovered in Georgetown, CA,
a pack trail known as the Georgetown Cut-Off
was developed for emigrants and miners
travelling from Carson Valley, NV to this
emerging town. The Georgetown Slide became a
famous mining region. The trail was improved,
becoming the Georgetown-Carson Valley Road.
It left Nevada, travelling west along the South

Fork of the American River canyon, and then
turned northwest near Wrights Lake Road. It
went along the western slope of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, across the Chrystal Basin to
Georgetown.
In the Peavine Ridge area, the Georgetown
and Johnson Cut-Off separated, with the
Johnson Cut-Off going west along Peavine Ridge
to Placerville. The illusive Silver Creek Ranch
was at the junction of the two roads.
The GTCV (Georgetown-Carson Valley) Road
was on our OCTA Chapter’s list of historic
California trails needing to be mapped. In
addition, Krista Deal, Forest Service
Archeologist, hoped to do further field work on
the GTCV to protect its location and historical
resources for the future. The area of interest
began near the Wilson Ranch, private property,
and went west. Krista Deal provided sketches
showing the probable location of the road and
(Continued on page 6)
alternatives.
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(Continued from page 5)

A mapping team was formed with Lloyd
Johnson as Volunteer Coordinator. The majority
of the team are OCTA members. Initial research
consisted of examining the GLO (General Land
Office) Field Survey notes of 1874 and Township
Plat. The surveyors had noted where the GTCV
had crossed section lines, from which GPS
waypoints could be developed. USGS topo maps
of 1896 were reviewed as well as more recent
Forest Service maps. Other historic maps were
reviewed, but, in general, the scale was too large.
To provide field directions using a GPS unit, a
preliminary topo map was developed using
Terrain Navigator Pro. This included
coordinates for the following items:
The GLO survey waypoints on the section
Lines.
The route shown on the Township Plat
transferred by an overlay of some sort
current access road and private lands from
an El Dorado National Forest map.
A reconnaissance trip was made May 30,
2012 to preview the area. It became apparent
that four wheel drive vehicles only, with car
pooling, were necessary at some locations. One
challenge was a large mud hole with a floating
log. A rock feature marking a possible grave was
found and recorded. Elsewhere an old musket

verifying the location and dating the road. The
metal detecting was done under the direct
supervision of a Forest Service Archeologist. One
person was assigned to record the details and
location of the artifacts. At one point we were all
working in a line of more recent fence post
staples and bits of wire. Any surface hint of the
fence was long gone. At noon, we brought out our
folding chairs, had lunch under the trees and
discussed the morning’s activities. What great
scenery! The road came reasonably close to
several GLO waypoints on section lines.
Historical artifacts were found both days to place
the GTCV in close proximity to the current road.
An alternate route, visible in a Google Earth
aerial photo, was examined. It began at a tree
blow down area and circled to the west. The only
artifact found was a horse shoe toe calk near a
log landing.
On Sept 17 – 18, 2012 a group of seven
adventurers jointed to field investigate the road
west from the saddle to Four Corners. Three
routes were considered:
The vicinity of the existing road was
examined. It was productive, yielding
several artifacts that verified the road.
A useable route down an adjacent spur
ridge was difficult to examine because of an
overgrowth of manzanita.
A natural trough leading downhill was
followed. No artifacts were found along
either of the last two alternatives.
It was a fun two-day outing. While some of
the miscellaneous metal found was not
historically significant for trail verification, it did
illustrate the changing use of the road over 160
years. It served a variety of uses: an emigrant
route, supply road, logging, cattle range access,
camping and hunting. ,

PLEASE NOTE
CHAPTER DUES STRUCTURE
Individual Membership………$10
Family Membership……….…$15
Sustaining Membership…...…$35
Family memberships receive 2 ballots
Sustaining receive 2 ballots with two names
. Your National and Chapter dues are paid to
National. You will get a renewal notice from them.
New-Renew info at: www.octa-trails.org

ball was found, indicating the historical age of
the site. Some of the access roads shown on the
current topo map were incorrect. Also, small
yellow signs were found indicating quarter
section monuments and the boundaries of Forest
Service land.
On July 16 – 17, 2012 eight people joined an
outing to explore the route for surface evidence,
such as, swales, rock features, etc. Metal
detecting was used to find trail artifacts useful in
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Wedge Warriors Outing

Beckwourth Trail Mapping Update

July 30 & 31, 2012 by Frank Tortorich

Eighteen dedicated OCTA members turned out with
loppers, handsaws and axes to clear brush and replace
markers on the Luther Pass branch of the Johnson Cutoff.
Because I am still recovering from bypass surgery, John
Winner filled in for me and took the lead, guiding this
enthusiastic crew.
The Johnson Cutoff had two different routes to travel to
Lake Valley, now known as South Lake Tahoe, up over
present day Echo Summit and on into the Placerville area,
paralleling Highway 50. The Johnson Cutoff’s first route was
opened in 1852. It left Carson City, traveling over Spooner
Summit and on to Lake Valley. The second route was opened
in 1854 for wagon travel by Ira Luther. It left Hope Valley
travelling over what became called Luther Pass, which
parallels Highway 89 from Hope Valley to Lake Valley. Both
trails came together in the present day Meyers area.
The crew work began at Luther Pass, going downhill,l for
about 2 miles, to Hope Valley. The majority of this route is a
beautiful example of Class I and Class II Trail. Old Highway
89 zig- zags back and forth while the Trail cuts downhill
crossing the old highway three times. When not traveling
downhill, the Trail follows the natural contours of the land until
it reaches Hope Valley. The vistas overlooking Hope Valley
are wonderful.
The Luther Pass route became a major logging route
after the Comstock Lode hit in 1859. The entire Lake Tahoe
basin forests were clear cut, and the lumber was taken to the
mines in Virginia City and other locations via this route.
After the OCTA crew finished their lopping and cutting,
John gave them a tour of some of the features in the valley.
Crew member John Grebenkemper had his human remains
detection dog with him. The dog worked the area and
reconfirmed a grave detected by two other dogs about two
years ago. John’s dog also may have detected another grave
not known to us before. Because the ground temperature was
so hot (over 100̊), John was not sure that the dog could detect
anything under these extreme conditions. If you have never
seen a detection dog work before you have missed a real
experience.
That evening the group gathered at the home of Dick and
Joan Young for our traditional get together and pot-luck. The
Youngs provided great hospitality, delicious hamburgers and
BBQ chicken. Needless to say, with lots of good food, wine,
desserts and an abundance of trail talk, the evening was
memorable. John Winner topped the evening off with his
power point presentation on the Johnson Cutoff. Everyone was
impressed. John offers this presentation to any organization or
group to promote OCTA. If you would like to borrow the
presentation, contact John. ,

The Beckwourth Trail Mapping Team Group (BTG)
had a great inaugural year. Working with the USFS,
OCTA, Trails West and local stakeholders, the mapping
group was formed to review and update the Beckwourth
Trail from Reno to Oroville, at least until it drops into the
water at the Foreman Creek boat launch at Lake
Oroville! With help from Plumas National Forest
Archeologist Dan Elliott and Plumas County Museum
Director Scott Lawson, we set priority sites for the first
season, deciding to concentrate in the Lake DavisGrizzly Valley area for the initial season.
The group had hoped for an early spring start but
subject to Mother Nature, and due to storms into late
April, we held our initial work days in May just outside of
Quincy, CA. The group met at the historic Elizabethtown
monument, south west of Quincy. We worked a track
from the area of Elizabethtown up the ridge to where it
met the Beckwourth. After hacking through a half mile of
brush halfway up the ridge (thanks Scott and Dan! ), it
was concluded the route had likely been used as a road
to the mining operations and a connector to the
Beckwourth trail running along the Ridge.
Better weather in June had the group working the
beautiful meadows in the Grizzly Creek area. We worked
along some great swales and found indicators of
emigrant passage as well as some interesting tree
blazes. We were joined by Ken and Pat Hect from
Sierraville and Maryland.
You had to be at the camp that night to appreciate
the pull the trail has on folks. The group used the
Lightning Tree Campground along Lake Davis as our
meeting/camping site. The Forest Service and the
campground vendor were accommodating, and the
facilities were very suitable. The social nights around the
campfire were the perfect place to share information,
food, opinions and stories of trail work in the past and
what to do in the future.
(Continued on Page 8)
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July had us focusing on the Grizzly Creek and
Emigrant Creek area. Work extended east into the
meadows and west up and around Grizzly Ridge. We
were joined by John Jones of Native-X Archaeological
Service of Reno, NV. John had done work for the Forest
service along the trail. His input, expertise and guidance
was interesting and gave the group another view of the
trail and mapping work.
August was a shorthanded month for participants.
Scott was tasked with picking up a detector and doing
some digging, again in Grizzly Creek area. Scott, under
the guidance of Dee and Glen took to the task. Dealing
with the bugs and smoke (multiple wildfires around
California) did not deter the intrepid group. They worked
a significant distance along the trail both east and west.
A possible alternate route around Summit Lake was
explored and, thanks to some sand hill cranes, proved to
be an interesting side investigation. In addition Dan Elliot
felt a logging railroad bed may have been in the area.
This information, and further research on a local historic
ranching family, will add to the knowledge of this
segment. This points out that mapping groups need and
welcome those who can research, write and record,
along with detecting or GPS skills.
September found us back in the meadows, in the
area of the Midway House. Mapping is a methodical yet
exciting process. As the group traced the swales and
confirmed the route of the Beckwourth, the September
days reminded us to get our eyes off the ground to
experience the Sierras. Between the perfect weather, flat
meadows, range cattle, dogs playing in the creeks and
the wildlife, each hour out along the trail provided
another chance to refresh the connection with nature.
October found us eager to get back to the Lake
Davis area and try to close some of the ground on the
segment between Midway House and the lake. Of
course we were also tasked with holding a season end
debriefing. We hit the trail on day one, finding enough to
keep us busy until the afternoon. The group held an
informal debrief at “The Moons” restaurant that evening
in Quincy. We were joined by USFS personnel and
spouses. On day two we formalized the previous
evening’s ideas, developing the group’s focus for next
year. Tentative dates were set from May through
October and will include weekend sessions to encourage
people who may be interested but not able to get away
during the week to join us.
The first season gave the group plenty of
information to go over during the winter. We are already
preparing plans for the first work days in 2013. The
group hopes anyone interested will come join us!
For information on the Beckwourth Trail Mapping
Team Group contact Dick Waugh at:
camalobo@comcast.net ,

Dues Expiration Date now on
Trail Talk Address Label
Beginning with this issue of Trail Talk, your address
label will show the date your OCTA and CA-NV Chapter
dues expire. It is the same dues expiration date printed
on the address label of OCTA’s newsletter, News From
the Plains.
An example:
Chapter Dues Expires: 12/12

JOE AND JOSEPHINE GLOTZ
423 JACK RABBIT SPRINGS RD
ANYWHERE CA 75395-4568
If this information is incorrect, please contact me. For
OCTA Life Members, a special dues reminder will be sent
from national and this chapter in December each year.
Frank Tortorich
CA-NV Chapter Membership Chair
canvocta@gmail.com – the chapter email
209.296.7242 – my home phone

Submitting Trail Talk Articles
The editorial board of TRAIL TALK
appreciates the articles that are sent in by
members. This newsletter would have a hard
time existing without your input and interest -thank you.
We who assemble TRAIL TALK put in many
hours and days getting the newsletter together.
We are always looking for ways to decrease the
time spent publishing, printing and mailing.
We now have Frank and Mary Ann Tortorich
providing an updated mailing list for each issue
saving the editors a bunch of time in the
publication process. They’ve been a godsend.
For those of you sending in electronic
articles, we request that you submit them single
spaced with indented paragraphs. No spaces
between paragraphs, please. Take time to read
before submitting; checking for grammar and
spelling errors.
This will help us get TRAIL TALK out in a
more efficient manner, thanks. ,
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In this canyon we crossed the railway track ten times and
finally emerged onto an old neglected stretch of macadamized road,
full of holes but affording fairly good driving. Up to this date it is the
only piece of macadam that has come under our eyes and or wheels
outside of corporate towns in the western portion of the United
States. It extends for about seven or eight miles.
In Reno, where Californians in matrimonial or anti-matrimonial
haste have knots tied or untied with all the facile celerity of Sioux
Falls, SD, and Gretna Green rolled into one, open gaming
houses and saloons are a conspicuous though not a prepossessing
feature.
The town, however, boasts also of more legitimate business
than any other town in Nevada. The easy hospitality accorded us
was here for the first time mingled with direful prophecies of what
awaited us and unconcealed distrust of our ability to traverse the
desert regions of the state. “Two years ago an attempt was made
and failed.” This was the refrain which was ever heard from this
place on to Winnemucca, where it changed into gladsome assurance
that we were “over the worst.”
The memory of the earlier attempt was remarkably fresh.
. . . Roads declared practically impassable caused us little trouble
and stretches pronounced excellent, but over which no motor car had
previously traveled or attempted to travel, were found extremely
severe on the car and especially on our patience.
At Reno, we added one to our party. Unwilling to depend on
local skill in case something should happen . . . we arranged that
machinist A. O. Allyn should follow our course . . . by railway train.
. . . His services were never needed . . . so, Allyn forsook the train
and took his place on top of the spare tires, canvas and blankets
piled behind the seats.
After laying in fifteen gallons of gasoline at Reno, the
expedition reached Wadsworth the same evening, the cyclometer
(odometer) pointing at 430 miles making in all 70 miles that day in
two stages. The road to Wadsworth was rough, stony and sandy and
entirely devoid of interest except as a mild introduction to the sand
hills beyond.
It had been nicely calculated that gasoline . . . and
photographic films ordered by telegram would await us in Wadsworth
so as to permit an early start Friday morning but instead we were
obliged to wait a whole day in this little railroad town which lies in a
kettle of sand slopes . . . The postmaster’s assistant promised to
deliver our mail after closing hours Friday evening . . . but she forgot
her promise. Nothing could be obtained till Saturday morning. The
interim was a waste of time . . .
A JOKE ON THE CITIZENS
When seeing us ready to start at 7:30 o’clock Saturday
morning, a genial soul who had known thirst on these plains,
presented us with a case of twelve bottles of Milwaukee beer packed
in ice and wrapped in wet gunny sacks. We did not demur against
the burden. In the immediate vicinity of the town rises a sand hill of
formidable proportions and reputed to be “all sand” with no firm
bottom within reach of ordinary wheels and such is the tradition of its
terrors that the town cheerfully expected us to return for
reinforcements after tackling it and when we arrived at the top we
found an enterprising man awaiting developments with a team, rope
and tackle in readiness for our expected emergency, as well as a

crowd of interested spectators. Broad minded enough to see that the
laugh was on them, they cheered us loudly as we passed.
And yet the climb had not been entirely without difficulties.
When the rear wheels began to spin in the deep and loose sand,
sputtering it rearward, traction failing partially, two lengths of canvas,
each twenty feet, were gotten down. Both were placed between the
front and rear wheels. . . . Three times each strip of canvas was laid
before the other and then the top was reached, the entire climb being
only about 120 feet in length.
. . . there was still twelve miles of sand ahead of us [Fernley
Swales], though none of as steep a gradient. Twice more we were
obliged to spread the canvas to get through bad spots and the nature
of the sand may be imagined from the fact that on downgrades of 10
percent in one place and 14 percent in another, the car not only did
not coast down but required the use of low gear to reach the foot of
the incline.
It was 94 degrees Fahrenheit in the shade and 125 degrees in
the sand toward the time when most of it was finally behind us at
11:10 o’clock A.M. Three hours and forty minutes to make twelve
miles.

BEGINNING OF THE ALKALI PLAINS
The alkali plains, white and trying on the eyes though they
were, now gave welcome relief from too-slow pace and the
cyclometer rolled up six miles rapidly [northeast out of Fernley] until
discovery was made that one of the canvas strips had been lost off
the vehicle. It was found five miles back . . . loss of fifty-one minutes
against this second admonition to strap things securely to the
vehicle.
Salt and hot water springs sent clouds of vapor out of the earth
here and there [Brady’s Hot Springs I-80 exit 65] in the distance and
the seemingly low mountain range which bounded the horizon to the
east made the plain appear to be one of small extent as we sped
along the eastern edge of another low range also extending north
and south [old Humboldt Road].
At the salt works near White Plains [near Jessup I-80 exit 78], a
deep fresh-water well supplied the cooling water tank (radiator) with
what it had lost and shortly thereafter we entered the Humboldt River
Sink and began to understand that rivers in this state mostly have no
definite outlet, but disappear in the ground when evaporation and
irrigation have exhausted their resources; and where they sink under
the surface they leave a level and perfectly white deposit of alkali
totally devoid of vegetation. It looks inviting to the motorist, but only
when it has been dry for some time will it support the load of a car
and after any little rain it becomes so treacherous and slippery that is
better to pass around it when at all possible. (Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 9)

THE FIRST PUNCTURE
. . . we soon put Meriam and White Plains behind us and sped
along the railroad track toward Lovelocks, mostly over rough ground
strewn with relics and debris which denote where a gang of men had
been recently working. It was such a place where we experienced
our first tire puncture, our left tire picking up a small board with a
protruding nail and throwing the board over our heads while retaining
the nail. . . . It was 5:45 in the afternoon when the repair was
finished and the cyclometer showed that in spite of sand hills and evil
predictions, we had laid behind us fifty-nine miles.
We were still eighteen mils from Lovelocks, but soon we
entered the wonderful little valley of which Lovelocks is the center
and where irrigation has produced such wonders in the production of
alfalfa and other feed stuffs that the Western Meat Company is said
to winter nearly all its cattle there. . . . We arrived at Lovelocks at
7:12 o’clock and found that our gasoline consumption had not
exceeded six gallons.
HURDLING THE ARROYAS
The following day, Sunday morning, the start was made at 6:12
o’clock with the good wishes of the whole town accompanying the
trio. It was only a short ride until the desert proper was again
reached where sand and sage brush and alkali reign supreme.
Close to the river where no irrigation has yet been organized, the
surface was deeply furrowed by ravines – here commonly called
arroyas – with perpendicular walls and to cross these frequently
involved a sinuous course of the vehicle, part of which lay in the
bottom of the ravine until a place could be found where ascent of the
opposite bank could be made.
That the road, on the whole, however, was not a difficult one is
shown by the time made; for the car arrived at Rye Patch at 8:33
o’clock, having made more than twenty-five miles. Here a supply of
gasoline, forwarded for the purpose, was found at the station and
eight gallons was taken on, the remainder of the supply being
donated to the town. The vicinity of Rye Patch abounds in short hills
with grades up to 23 percent, most of them being the ups and downs
of those ravines before mentioned, where the soil seems like a marl
which pulverizes as fine as flour under the rubber tires.
At 10:40 o’clock Humboldt House was reached and two photos
were taken at this point to show the immediate proximity which can
exist between desert and oasis. On one side the snow-clad
mountain range looms up and the stoney ground hardly leaves room
for even sage brush to take root; on the other side a few acres
surrounding the Humboldt House show a luxurious vegetation and
the green foliage of large trees, all the result of a little irrigation.
At this place a crowd of Indians, squaws and papooses, viewed
the expedition curiously, waiting probably to be offered money for the
privilege of photographing them; for the aborigines of the State of
Nevada have learned to ask money for everything they do and
especially for pandering to the curiosity of travelers. They hang
around all the towns of Nevada. . . . Occasionally one of them
consents to act as guide over mountain roads. . . . Mills City, so
called from an old mill located there, was reached at 11:42 o’clock;
cyclometer 555.8. The thermometer at that time stood at 90 in the
shade, the barometer 25.55, indicating an altitude of about 4,400
feet. ,

(Editor’s note: As you can see by the above picture, roads
were primitive to non-existent. The article ends somewhat abruptly
but a later article or book recounted the rest of the race I’m told.
I retyped this article using the author’s language and lengthy
sentences. I took license in creating some paragraphs and
eliminating language that might offend and yet trying to keep the
character of the times. Most of the eliminated text dealt with the
technical aspects of the car.)

NOTES, REMINDERS and LAST
MINUTE ITEMS:
Ô
Ó
CA-NV Chapter Looking for a Secretary"
Carol March has taken on the Treasurer duties for the
Chapter. She also continues on as Secretary which she would
like to turn over to someone else. So, the Chapter is looking
for someone who can take over the Secretarial duties from
Carol. We really need help on this.
To find out more about this position and/or if you are
interested, contact John Winner or Carol. Thanks . . . ,

Ò

Ñ
CHAPTER ROSTER & BYLAWS

The CA-NV Chapter plans to print a membership
roster and the Chapter bylaws for members to have for
their own use. All paid-up members will appear in the
roster with name, address and email.
If you do not want your address and/or email
address in the roster, please notify the Chapter at:
canvocta@gmail.com
or CA-NV OCTA Chapter, P.O. Box1521
Yreka, CA 96097
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FERNLEY SWALES
Sofas, chairs, car seats, bed frames, loads of
rocks and concrete, carpeting, TVs, computers,
yard waste, anything that could be used for target
practice and lots of old tires were hauled out by the
23 volunteers who responded for the annual fall
cleanup of the Deep Sand Swales and historic
Central Pacific Railroad bed. The swales were the
most difficult portion of the Forty Mile Desert
crossing and are one of the best examples of deep
sand swales found along the California Trail.
Volunteers from the local area joined eight
members of the California-Nevada Chapter of
OCTA on September 29, National Public Lands Day,
to clean up the Deep Sand Swales area, upon
which the Bureau of Land Management maintains
an easement through private property. National
Public Lands Day is the nation’s largest hands-on
volunteer effort to improve and enhance the public
lands Americans enjoy. The annual volunteer
program is designed for hands-on volunteer work in
restoring and conserving the natural, cultural, and
recreational resources of our nation's public lands.
Rachel Crews, BLM archeologist in the Carson
City field office, and BLM intern Mike Cook,
provided additional trucks and hands-on help to
the cleanup effort. In observance of National Public
Lands Day, Crews presented the volunteers with
National Public Lands Day T-shirts and one-day
passes to any of the country’s National Parks, all
compliments of the BLM.
Fortified with pickup trucks and heavy
equipment, the group removed over 62 cubic yards
of refuse from the Swales easement. This amount
was considerably more than was picked up last
year, due in part, to the fact that two or three 4x4
trails crossing the sandy regions of the area were
cleaned up for the first time.
Additionally, we expanded the cleanup
beyond the boundary of the Swales easement to
include some very heavy dumping areas. Without
fences or other indications of ownership, the trail
becomes a convenient, “out of sight” place to
abandon hard-to-dispose-of items. Piles of trash just
outside the perimeter of the cleaned area only
invite more dumping.
Volunteers filled their pickups with the debris
they collected and consolidated it in a large dump
trailer loaned by Fernley businessman Dan
McCassie. Using McCassie’s truck, the large trailer
was hauled to the TrashPros transfer station where
we were allowed to dump free of charge all day.

Many local volunteers returned once again to
assist with the desert cleanup. One Fernley family
represented four generations of volunteers, from
great-grandmother to her great-granddaughter
who, at eight years-old, was the youngest worker.
OCTA member, Dick Young, topped out the group
at 80. He and his wife, Joan, came from South Lake
Tahoe for the day to help, along with other CA-NV
Chapter members from California, Dick Waugh and
chapter president, John Winner. Tom Fee (former
Swales Cleanup Chairman), and Dave Hollecker
rounded out our Nevada contingent of CA-NV
OCTA.
As chairs of the Cleanup Committee, we are
considering adding a spring cleanup in April 2013 in
the hope of reducing the amount of work needed
at any one time. Look for the announcement on
the OCTA 2013 calendar. If you are interested in
joining the committee to help organize and
promote this event, please contact us at
moorman-trails@peoplepc.com
--Jim & Denise Moorman
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Above: Before clean-up

Below: Where it goes . . .
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